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Abstract—Tag-Copter is an architecture of dynamic and selfrelocating sensor devices originating from the synergy between
sensor-oriented Radiofrequency Identification (RFID) and the
emerging Micro Air Vehicles (MAV) technology. Tag-copters
integrate a low-cost nano multi-copter with a miniaturized
RFID data-logger antenna for the ubiquitous and cooperative
monitoring of indoor volumes as well as of harsh environments.
This concept is preliminary exploited by means of a theoretical
formulation to derive the upper-bound performance of a flying
“winged sensor”. The analysis addresses the sensing accuracy
versus the flight speed and the reliability of the on-the-flight
data exchange with a fixed base-station through backscattering
modulation. A first working 16 g prototype, capable of temperature measurement and storage, is experimented in a controlled
setup to corroborate theoretical and experimental findings. The
same device is then applied in realistic conditions concerning the
temperature mapping within indoor environments. Preliminary
results demonstrate that the maximum temperature measurement
error is of the order of 1 ◦ C along flight trajectories of 30 m.
Finally, most of the data stored within the datalogger memory
can be correctly uploaded by a flying tag-copter toward a fixed
reader provided that the copter flies at approximatively 1−1.5 m
from it.

In the last five years there has been a wide-spreading
growth of Micro Air Vehicles (MAV) [9] and more in general
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) also involving lowcost micro/nano-drones. In spite of a very limited battery
autonomy, they could be suitable to indoor monitoring as well
as to a one-way trip to dangerous places where humans cannot
operate in safety conditions. RFID and UAV technologies have
been already mixed to provide the interrogation of sensor
tags displaced over the earth by means of a reader installed
onboard the UAV. Possible applications concern structural
health monitoring [10], [11], safety of constructions [12], [13],
precise agriculture, automated inventory in large areas [14],
[15], animal surveillance [16] and environmental preservation
[17]. The flight altitude can be optimized [18] for the purpose
of maximizing the interrogation footprint at ground level in
correlation with the several system parameters.

Index Terms—Backscattering Communication, Drones, Integrated Antenna, Internet of things, Micro Air Vehicle (MAV),
RFID sensor.

I. I NTRODUCTION 1
Radio frequency identification (RFID) is gathering interest
in the emerging disciplines of Smart City [1] and Internet of
Things [2]. Beside identification of objects and optimization of
logistic processes, this technology looks promising to create a
pervasive network of low-cost sensors able to measure ambient
parameters and provide useful data in case of risky conditions,
as well as to prevent dangerous events and manage postdisaster scenarios. Sometimes, RFID sensors are required to
be placed in non-easily reachable harsh environments [3], such
as chemical pollution [4], radiations [5], high temperatures,
caves [6], [7], petrochemicals and refineries [8], ravines and
steep areas. In the above cases the two-fold challenge is
the placement of sensors and the retrieval of data. Selfarrangement sensors would therefore enable new kinds of
ubiquitous monitoring that are currently unfeasible.
1 Manuscript submitted on November 28th 2017, revisited on
uary 22th 2018. Authors are with the Pervasive Electromagnetic
(www.pervasive.ing.uniroma2.it) of the University of Roma Tor
gata, Via del Politecnico, 1 00133, Roma (IT). Reference mail:
tano.marrocco@uniroma2.it.
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Figure 1. Some possible operational modes of tag-copters (a) volumetric scanning; (b) self-relocating, reusable data-logging; (c) self-positioned, disposable
data-logging; (d) on-the flight data upload toward a fixed reading gate.

By expanding the embryonic idea in [19], this paper introduces a different architecture of combined RFID-UAV systems

involving an RFID sensor that is now hosted onto a nano-MAV
in order to exploit the idea of self-relocating, ubiquitous, flying
RFID-sensor agents (winged sensors), hereafter denoted as
Tag-Copters. They could be able to semi-autonomously reach
uncomfortable places and scan volumes to create a maps of
temperature, humidity, light, gases in both indoor as well as in
small outdoor environments. Thanks to the expected low-cost
and small size, the tag copters could be used as:
i) volumetric scanners, even in swarm arrangement, within
indoor or small outdoor environments (Fig. 1(a));
ii) self-relocating and reusable data-loggers flying toward
an hostile place, landing on it to perform onsite data logging
and then suitable to come back to bring data home (Fig. 1(b));
iii) self-positioned, disposable data-loggers as above, but
this time they will not come back and their data are instead
downloaded by a reader-equipped drone (as in [20]), approaching it (Fig. 1(c)).
A particularly attractive data exchange modality suitable
for the first and second architectures could be the on-theflight (OTF) communication with a ground station (Fig. 1(d))
especially in case of swarms of devices. This configuration
will be analyzed in detail in the next section.
In spite of a nano-copter already comprises a communication and control module at 2450 M Hz and a small wire
monopole antenna, the idea to develop a standalone and energy
autonomous RFID module offers some advantages over the
direct integration of the sensors onto the same control board
of the quadcopter. In particular, i) the sensor activity will not
deplete the already modest local energy source of the nano
MAV that will be therefore only used for flight, telemetry and
control; ii) stored data can be retrieved even when the battery
of the tag is fully discharged; iii) the RFID data-logger could
be a general-purpose plug-in for any low-cost quadcopters;
iv) various external sensors can be connected and removed as
needed.
By introducing electromagnetic and sensor models, this
paper derives the upper-bound performance of the tag-copter
system concerning OTF measurement and data exchange with
respect to the geometrical and electrical parameters of the
system (Section II). Then a first example of miniaturized RFID
antenna sensor, suitable to the measurement of the environmental temperature, is introduced for easily integration onto a
commercial nano multi-copter (Section III). The experimental
characterization of both electromagnetic and thermal responses
of a laboratory prototype is described in Section IV and
the system performance (visibility trajectory and statistics of
the OTF data link) are analyzed in Section V. Finally, some
examples of possible applications to the indoor temperature
scanning are resumed in Section VI.
II. U PPER - BOUND S ENSING AND C OMMUNICATION
P ERFORMANCE
The main peculiarity of the tag-copter architecture is that
the sensor can interact on-the-flying with the surrounding
environment for the purpose to perform volumetric sensing.
It can also upload its data to a fixed reader (ground station),

arranged as a gate. This modality is rather different than the
usual RFID communication link, even involving tagged objects
in motion like in a conveyor belt. Indeed, the amount of data to
be exchanged from the tag-copter to a fixed reader is expected
to be much larger than the only Identification Code (ID). This
Section analyzes the impact of the flying modality (speed and
trajectory) and of the electromagnetic parameters of the link,
on the accuracy of the sensing measurement and on the amount
of exchanged data.
A. Spatial sensing error
Without loss of generality, the sensor onboard the tag-copter
is assumed to be characterized by the impulse response
h(t) =

1 −t/τS
e
τS

(1)

where τS is the time constant of the sensor, accounting for
its internal inertia. Let’s denote with Ψ(r, t) the space-time
distribution of the physical parameter to be sensed by the tagcopter (humidity, temperature, gases, e.t.c.). For the sake of
simplification we consider that the tag-copter flies along a
rectilinear trajectory (along x̂) and that the variation of Ψ is
negligible during the measurement session. A possible model
of the spatial variation of Ψ with respect to an initial position
could be a ramp:
∆Ψ(x) = bx

(2)

where b is the slope of the parameter’s change rate. By
assuming a constant speed of the tag-copter, above equation
is converted into a time variation throughout the replacement
g
x = vt. The measured profile ∆Ψ(t)
returned by the tagcopter will be hence expressed as a convolution
g
∆Ψ(t)
= ∆Ψ(vt) ∗ h(t) .

(3)

The measurement error due to the delay of the sensor and
the motion of the copter is
x

g = bvτS (1 − e− vτS )
E(x) = ∆Ψ − ∆Ψ

(4)

as obtained by simple mathematical manipulations (resorting to Laplace transforms2 ). The upper bound of the spatialsensing error is Emax = bvτS that, once fixed the onboard
sensor, can be linearly modulated by acting on the speed of
the tag-copter flight and in particular it increases along with
the flight speed. The maximum speed that still preserve the
measurement error below a given value E0 will be hence
vmax <

E0
.
bτS

(5)

A possible exploitation of above equations will be given in
the experimental Section IV.A.

s
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the read region ellipsoid and of the
visible trajectory for a tag-copter flying parallel to the reader’s antenna.

B. The Visibility Time Windows

dopt

(r

(7)

where BWR is the beam width of the reader’s antenna.
By finally assuming that the tag-copter’s flight velocity vT
is constant, at least on crossing the reading region of the
interrogator, the largest visibility time window can be esti. Denoting with DR [sample/s] the
mated as TV = Avmax
T
data rate between the tag-copter datalogger and the reader, the
maximum amount of retrieved data during the gate crossing,
in optimal conditions as above, will be
DR · Amax
.
(8)
vT
To get some numerical feeling about the amount of data
that could be exchanged between the tag-copter and the gate
by using the back-scattering modulation within the current
and future system performances, some assumptions are done:
Pin = 1 W , ρ = 0.05 [22]. The beamwidth of the reader’s
antenna is moreover approximatelyqexpressed in terms of the
maximum gain3 so that BWR ≈ 2 GπηR with η the efficiency
of the reader (hereafter assumed as unitary). For generality,
the visibility time window can be discussed in terms of the
effective power sensitivities of the tag (pT ) and of the reader
(pR ), respectively defined as:
Dmax =

A meaningful performance parameter for the Tag-copter
RFID data link is the amount of data this device is capable
to transmit back on-the-flight to the ground reading gate. This
indicator is related to the visibility time window (TV ) i.e. the
time interval during which the flying tag can be correctly
interrogated by the reader. This parameter depends, in turn, on
the flight speed of the tag and on the electromagnetic features
of the link. According to the formulation in [20] and [21],
the read region of a reader-tag system can be approximately
represented by an ellipsoid with half-axes {ax , ay , az }, where
the major axis ax corresponds to the direction of the maximum
gain of the reader’s antenna. The axes of this ellipsoid depend
on the emitted power, the gain of the reader’s and of the
tag’s antennas as well as on the power sensitivity of the RFID
microchip and of the reader’s receiver. For the sake of notation
simplicity, we assume the beam of the reader’s antenna to be
of circular cross-section (ay = az = a) and that the tag-copter
flies orthogonal to the main axis (see Fig. 2). The intersection
A of such a path with the read-range ellipsoid is the visible
trajectory i.e. the portion of the path of the tag-copter that it
is visible by the reader. Following [20], the visible trajectory
is maximum (Amax ) when the distance between the trajectory
and the reader’s antenna plane is
λp
χGR GT min
=
4π

R
R
sin BW
tan BW
2
√ 2
R
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2
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where GR and GT are the gain of the reader’s antenna and
of the tag, τ is the power transfer coefficient of the tag, χ
is the polarization loss factor of the reader-tag link (hereafter
assumed equal to χ = 0.5 without any loss of generality),
ρ is the modulation depth of the chip and λ the wavelength,
PR and PC the power sensitivities of the reader’s receiver and
of the tag’s microchip transponder. Pin is, finally, the input
power entering into the reader’s antenna terminal. The “min”
function accounts for the smallest one among the forward and
backward link ranges. In this condition, the longest length,
Amax ,of the visible trajectory is
2 In the Laplace Domain H(s) = (sτ + 1)−1 and Ψ(s) = bvs−2 . Accordingly, the measurement error is E(s) = Ψ(s)[1 − H(s)] = bvτS 1s sτ1+1
whose reverse transformation returns (4).

PC
PR
;
pR =
.
(9)
GT τ
GR
By considering the sensitivity of state of the art reader’s
receiver and sensor-oriented microchip transponders in BAP
(Battery Assisted Passive) mode as −75 dBm ≤ PR ≤
−60 dBm and −30 dBm ≤ PC ≤ −15 dBm, a feasible
realized gain of a small antenna GT τ = −3 dBi and gain
of the reader GR = 5 dBi (so that EIRP = 3.2 W as
limited by the European regulation), meaningful ranges of pT
and pR are those in Fig. 3. The contour-plot shows the time
visibility windows for two extreme values of flight velocity
vT = {5 cm/s, 50 cm/s}, corresponding to a slow hoveringlike motion and to a comfortable manual flight within an
indoor environment, respectively. It is worth mentioning that
small tag-copters may easily reach higher speeds up to 5 m/s
in outdoor environments.
As expected, the maximum visibility time window, and
accordingly the exchanged data amount, increases along with
the improvements of the sensitivity of the chip and of the
reader’s receiver. For instance, for the case of typical longrange reader’s sensitivity (PR = −65 dBm), the maximum
times visibility are TV (v1 ) = 150 s − 300 s and TV (v2 ) =
15 s − 30 s depending on the selected chip.
pT =

III. A TAG - COPTER C ASE S TUDY
A first implementation of the tag-copter concept involved
the Cheerson CX-10 micro-drone (Fig. 4), that is among one
3 By using the approximate relationship for directive antennas D
max =
2 under the hypothesis of circular symmetry main lobe.
4π/BWR

Figure 3. Parametric estimation of the maximum visibility time windows
(labels in [seconds]) of a tag-copter approaching a reading gate with two
flight velocities versus the tag’s and reader’s effective sensitivity.

Figure 4. The Cheerson CX-10 quadcopter of size 4 cm × 4 cm × 2 cm.

of the smallest (4 cm × 4 cm × 2 cm, weight 12.3 g) and
cheapest (C 20) quad-copters on the market. The device can be
remotely controlled through a 2.4 GHz data link up to 25 m.
The chassis consists of two plastic shells enclosing a PCB
housing accelerometers and gyroscopes for 6-axis control. The
onboard battery provides approximately 5 minutes of flight
autonomy and takes 12 minutes for a full recharge. A suitable
place for the integration of the RFID datalogger is the rear
surface of the quadcopter, just under the battery, i.e. in the
opposite position with respect to the four helices.
The RFID data-logger includes (Fig. 5) an asymmetric
dipole made of a Tee-shaped planar small monopole (length
less than λ/11), and a rectangular plate that will be put in
touch with the quadcopter surface. This planar metallization
is useful to provide a few electrical decoupling from the
quadcopter electronics as well as to act as shield of the sensor
from the air turbulence that is produced by the rotating helices.
Both the monopole and the ground plane are held by two
slabs of PVC (Poly Vinyl Chloride, εP V C = 1.55, σ =
6×10−4 S/m) foam-board forming a 90 degrees edge. A coin
battery (diameter 3 mm and thickness 7 mm) is then housed
vertically, just behind the Tee-monopole. The core of the data-

Figure 5. Schematic of the RFID data-logger’s antenna for integration over
the quadcopter. Sizes in [mm]: a = 30; b = 3; c = 4.7; d = 7; w = 1;
H = 18; L = 30; W = 15; s = 3. The circuit in the inset represents the
equivalent model of the real tuning inductor

logger is the SL900A RFID microchip radio that is equipped
with an integrated temperature sensor and with an internal 10
bit Analog to Digital Converter to sample additional external
sensors [19]. The RF equivalent impedance of the chip is only
available at frequency 915 M Hz: Zchip = (123−j303) Ω with
a corresponding power sensitivity in battery assisted mode
equal to Pc,BAP = −15 dBm. The embedded sensor returns
a temperature in the range −40 °C < T < 150 °C with a
typical resolution 0.1 − 0.2 ◦ C, depending on the considered
temperature sub-range. When working in data-logging mode,
the minimum sampling frequency is 1 Hz and the integrated
EEPROM is capable to store up to 841 samples. Accordingly,
the largest sampling window at the highest sampling rate
is 14 minutes that is longer than the flight autonomy of
the quadcopter. Thereafter, the datalogger stops recording or
otherwise starts overwriting the memory like a circular buffer.
It is worth mentioning that the RF terminals of this particular RFID microchip can not be connected to a closed antenna
path and hence impedance transformer layouts like T-match,
loop-match and Gamma-match can not be used. The reactance
of the antenna will be instead adjusted by means of a lumped
inductor interconnected in series with the chip.
The parameters of the Tee monopole were optimized by
means of numerical simulations (CST-Microwave Studio) also
including the quadcopter and the battery. The evaluation of the
performance parameters were referred to the aforementioned
chip impedance at 915 M Hz, assumed to be constant within
a much larger band. Thus, the following numerical results
have to be considered meaningful only in the surrounding of
915 M Hz.
More in details, the PCB board of the quadcopter was
simulated as a continuous copper sheet. The external inductor
model also includes the parasitic effects and the self-resonance

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Simulated power transfer coefficient of the tag-copter when
trimming the length a (Fig. 5) of the horizontal bar (fine tuning). (b) simulated
radiation pattern at 870 M Hz.

of the coil through the RLC equivalent circuit in Fig. 5,
whose parameters were derived from the datasheet [23] of
the inductor. A fine tuning of the impedance can be hence
achieved by trimming the horizontal strip (Fig. 6(a)) to maximize, in the RFID band, the power transfer coefficient τ =
4Rtag Rchip /|Ztag +Zchip |2 where Ztag is the input impedance
of the tag including the inductor. The achieved modest value of
the power transfer coefficient is due to the poor matching of the
high resistance of the chip (RC = 123 Ω). Indeed, the dipole
is rather short and, as folded geometries must be avoided,
the resulting input impedance is low (RA = 31 Ω). The
radiation pattern (Fig. 6(b)) of the antenna plus the quadcopter
is a dipole-like shape as expected by the small size of the
e = −3.8 dBi with
system. The maximum realized gain is G
e > −6 dBi in 65% of the solid angle. The RFID link is
G
in this case backward limited [20] and the expected optimal
maximum read distance, according to the parametric analysis
in the previous Section, will be 2.5 m < dopt < 3.2 m within
the −6 dB beamwidth. The corresponding estimated visibility
time window (for pT = −10 dBm and pR = −70 dBm) will
be comprised within 15 s < TV < 150 s for quadcopter speeds
5 cm/s < v < 50 cm/s (marker in Fig. 3).
IV. TAG - COPTER P ROTOTYPE
The antenna of the data-logger was manufactured by an
adhesive copper sheet that was carved by a digital-controlled
plotter (Secabo C60V). The carved profile was then stuck
onto a 30 × 15 × 3 mm3 PVC foamboard. The traces for the
interconnection of the chip were instead etched over a Kapton
substrate and soldered to the antenna. The 3V lithium coin
battery was connected in series to the chip throughout a ferrite
bead (Murata [23]) to enforce a proper rejection of the RF
component versus the chip DC port that will otherwise upset
the chip. The resulting weight of the data-logger is just 3.4 g
that still allows the quadcopter flying. The electromagnetic
and thermal responses of the resulting tag-copter are described
next.
A. Realized gain and max read distance
The maximum realized gain of the datalogger, evaluated
by means of the turn-on method as in [24], is G̃ > −6 dBi

Figure 7. The integrated prototype of the tag-copter.

Figure 8. Measured and simulated maximum realized gain of the tag-copter
along the y direction as in Fig.7.

(Fig. 8) in the frequency range 860 M Hz ≤ f ≤ 910 M Hz,
wherein the antenna has been specifically optimized, and is
comparable with the simulations in the first part of the considered band. Instead, at higher frequencies (f > 920 M Hz)
the discrepancy between measurement and simulation becomes
significative. The model is indeed less accurate due to the
arbitrarily assumption on the unknown microchip impedance,
as discussed in Section III.
The estimated maximum read distance, corresponding to an
EIRP = 3.2 W (the current limit in Europe), is accordingly
dmax = 3.1 m.
B. Thermal sensing response and accuracy
By using the pulsed flash method as in [25], the thermal
time constant of the tag-copter was estimated as τT = 13 s.
The impact over the accuracy of the OTF temperature measurement is discussed in Section VI.A.
Moreover, the accuracy of the temperature sensor is also
dependent on the possible disturbance on the measurement
produced by the rotating helices which are expected to generate a consistent air flow in the close surrounding of the datalogger module. To quantify this effect, measurements were
taken with rotating helices and the tag-copter kept fixed. The
returned temperature was compared with that of the static

Ind.
Outd.

Static
Tag
th-couple
26.2±0.2
26.2±0.2
35.8±0.2
35.9±0.2

Flying
Tag
th-couple
25.7±0.3
25.6±0.2
35.5±0.2
35.5±0.2

ΔT
0.5±0.1
0.5±0.2

Table I
M EASUREMENT ALTERATION DUE TO HELICES ROTATION .

case i.e. when the tag-copter rotors were switched off and
hence without artifacts. A thermocouple, connected to a Fluke
multimeter, was also placed at the position of the chip for an
independent comparison in all the considered cases. Experiments were repeated in both indoor and outdoor environments
in July, 11 am (Rome). Tab. I shows that the effect of the helix
rotation produces an alteration of the measurement lower than
∆T = 0.5 °C. It is moreover worth observing a nice agreement
of the tag-copter temperature with the reference thermocouple
data, with an error of less than 0.1 ◦ C.

V. DATA - LINK CHARACTERIZATION

The communication performance of the tag-copter is here
derived by first considering a static arrangement, i.e. with the
device kept at fixed positions from the reader. The visible
trajectories are accordingly estimated at the purpose to corroborate the theoretical models in Section II. Then, the statistics
of the OTF communication (failures, amount of exchanged
data) is evaluated in real life conditions when the flying tagcopter is driven within an indoor environment i.e. crossing an
interrogation gate.

A. Experimental Visibility Trajectory and Exchanged Data
The reference interrogation gate comprised a 5 dBi gain
linearly-polarized patch antenna placed at 85 cm from the
ground and sourced by the ThingMagic M6E reader emitting
1.4 W . For the purpose to ensure rectilinear trajectories, the
tag-copter was placed onto a tripod, at the same distance from
the ground as the reader’s antenna. The tripod was manually
translated along lines orthogonal to the axis of the patch, at
increasing distances 0.5 m < d < 3 m from it, thus reproducing the scheme in Fig. 2. This procedure permitted to evaluate
the visible trajectories A(d), as the portion of the line wherein
the data-logger correctly replayed to the interrogations of the
reader (Fig. 9). The optimal flight distance was dopt = 1 m
corresponding to a visible trajectory of Amax = 5 m. In
this case, the time visibility windows for three possible flight
speeds v = {5, 50, 100} cm/s are TV = {100, 10, 5} s,
respectively and are close to the previously computed upper
bounds in Fig. 3 (see the marker).

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. (a) Experimentally evaluated visible trajectories A(d) over a plane
passing through the reader’s antenna (placed at 85 cm from the floor) with
respect to the distance from it and (b) the corresponding estimated exchanged
data for three different flight speeds.

The upper-bound amount of transferred data (for dopt =
1 m) is estimated as Dmax = DR · TV with DR =
280 samples/s (for the specific ThingMagic M6e reader) and
is equal to D = {28000, 2800, 1400} samples for the three
speeds as above. Even at the highest speed, the theoretical
downloaded data is nearly two times the maximum data (841
samples) that can be stored into the internal memory of the
chip.
B. Data exchange in realistic flight
A more realistic scenario was arranged to evaluate the
statistics of the OTF data exchange with a fixed gate when
the tag-copter is manually driven into an indoor environment
following an only partly controlled trajectory. The set-up
involved an RFID gate (inset in Fig. 10(b)) comprising a 5 dBi
gain linearly polarized patch antenna installed on a pillar at
1m from the ground. A second pillar was then placed in front
of the first one to visually limit the width of the gate. The tagcopter was manually driven to freely fly across such a virtual
gate. The second pillar was progressively moved far away the
reader at increasing distance W = {0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3} m
thus widening the virtual gate. The tag-copter’s data-logger
was previously fully loaded with 841 temperature samples and,
as it entered inside the visibility region of the gate, data were
transmitted to the reader by backscattering modulation. Thirty
crossings were repeated for each configuration (30 × 5 = 150
tests). The driver was asked to make his best to visually lead
the tag-copter across the gate along a rectilinear trajectory
parallel to the floor and approximately at the same height of
the reader’s antenna.
The average data downloaded by the considered five virtual
gates from the flying tag-copter is resumed in Fig. 10(a). The
percentage of communication failures4 is minimized (3−10%)
for a virtual extension of the gate as large as W = 1 m, while
4 Failure

means that the tag-copter was not detected by the reader.

could be mitigated by adding additional vertically aligned
antennas.
VI. E XAMPLES OF A PPLICATION
The RFID tag-copter concept was preliminarily checked
through some experiments of temperature measurements and
of data retrieval involving a vertical scan inside a university
building in comparison with reference data, a vertical scan
inside a church and finally an horizontal scan along a circular
corridor.
(a)

(b)
Figure 10. (a) Left: average percentage of the 841 data samples that the
reader downloaded from the tag-copter in the meanwhile it flew across an
RFID gate of increasing width W ; right: percentage of the communication
failures (no response) over thirty experiments. (b) Complementary Cumulative
Distribution of the downloaded data in the best configuration (W = 1.5 m),
i.e. the percentage of experiments where the exchanged data is more than a
given percentage (D0 /Dmax ) of the overall amount of data samples stored
into the data-logger memory.

the exchanged data is maximum for W = 1.5 m. Overall, these
results are compatible with the ones found in the previous
experiments with constrained flight, for which the optimal
reader-drone distance was 1 m. However, even in the best case,
the average amount of exchanged data (D = 680 samples) is
sensibly smaller (80%) than what is stored into the datalogger
memory (841 samples). More in details, the complementary
cumulative distribution of the data for the W = 1.5 m
arrangement (Fig. 10(b)) reveals that the reader was capable
to download more than the 60% of the data-logger memory
content in the 80% of the tests while a 100% reading was
only achieved in the 25% of the experiments. This is probably
a consequence of the vertical variability of the tag-copter
trajectory, with respect to the reader’s antenna, that caused a
random reduction of the visibility time window. This problem

A. Vertical Temperature scan
The tag-copter was driven inside the stairwell of the Information Engineering building of the University of Roma
Tor Vergata (Fig. 11(a)) comprising four floors, for overall
15 m height. The tag-copter carried out a complete down-updown trip with an estimated average flight speed of vT =
{34, 16} cm/s along the uphill and downhill path, respectively. The speeds differ due to the difficulty in controlling
the small quadcopter in presence of local air currents in the
surrounding of the fan coils. The temperature data (sampled
at 1 Hz), downloaded from the tag-copter, was mapped versus
the altitude coordinate h through the linear transformation
T (h) = T [h = v · t]. Some independent temperature
measurements were also taken for comparison at each floor
balustrade by a thermocouple connected to an hand-held Fluke
multimeter. The experiment was made on July, during the
warmest hours of the day, to better appreciate the difference
of temperature among the various floors. The retrieved temperature profiles (Fig. 11(b)) along uphill and downhill traces
are well superimposed, thus demonstrating the robustness of
the tag-copter measurement system. The overall temperature
gradient between the floor and the ceiling was 5 ◦ C. By the
application of (4) for τS = 13 s, b = 5 ◦ C/15 m= 0.33 ◦ C/m,
the theoretical maximum error should be E < 1.5 ◦ C in the
uphill trajectory. The local temperature collected by the tagcopter was in nice agreement with the static measurement
by the thermocouple with an even smaller average error of
0.5 ◦ C (as the ramp approximation of the profile was rather
conservative). Since the difference between RFID sensor and
the thermocouple is only 0.1 ◦ C (Section IV.A), the aforesaid
error is hence mostly originated by the spatial-sensing inertia,
as discussed in Section II.A.
Another experiment was performed within the Basilica of
San Giovanni Bosco in Rome (Fig. 12(a)). The tag-copter
was driven in the main nave, near to the presbytery, from the
ground up to more than 30 meters. The retrieved temperature
gradient was 6 ◦ C (25 ◦ C to 31 ◦ C). The uphill and downhill
trajectories (Fig. 12(b)) look still comparable5 even if there is
some disagreement (around 1 ◦ C) close to the ground due to
the random air movement of the opening doors.
5 A video of the data acquisition and display can be found at
https://youtu.be/X 30lxImjb4 .

Figure 13. Temperature profile collected by the tag-copter along a loop
trajectory over the 1st floor of the Information Engineering building at the
University of Rome “Tor Vergata”.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. (a) Four-floors stairwell inside the Information Engineering
building at the University of Roma “Tor Vergata” wherein the tag-copter was
driven down-up-down. (b) Retrieved temperature profile collected by the tagcopter compared with manual measurement by a conventional thermocouple
connected to a multimeter.

(a)

(b)

Figure 12. Vertical temperature scan inside the San Giovanni Bosco Basilica
in Roma. (a) Photo from the outside of the Church; (b) retrieved internal
temperature profile collected by the tag-copter along the uphill and downhill
trajectories.

B. Horizontal monitoring
Fig. 13 finally shows an example of horizontal temperature
monitoring in the case of the 1st floor of the Information
Engineering building of the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”.
A map of the temperature was created by collecting samples
(sampling rate 1 Hz) while the tag-copter was flying in the
corridor along a closed loop trajectory. A higher temperature
was revealed in the left part of the maps due to the superior
sun exposure of that portion of the building.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
The tag-copter architecture merges together the versatility
of RFID sensors with the potentiality of nano drones. The presented formulation permitted to quantify the sensing accuracy
versus the speed of the tag-copter and above all to explore the
communication performance for on-the-flight data exchange
with a base station by means of modulated backscattering.
The first fully working prototype weighs only 16 g and can be
interrogated from 3 m. It is moreover capable of on-the-flight
temperature measurement within indoor environments with an
accuracy of 0.5 ◦ C − 1.5 °C (also accounting for the artifacts
due to the rotating helices and the sensor inertia). An accuracy
increase in the on-the-flight temperature measurement could
be however achieved by using onboard sensors with a smaller
time constant τS , such a as a thermocouple itself.
The various tests corroborated the theoretical/numerical
analysis and above all demonstrated the possibility of OTF
upload of the datalogger memory when the tag-copter flies at
normal velocity at a distance of 1 − 1.5 m from the reader.
However, more than a single interrogating antenna is required
to establish a robust communication link.
Even though the tag-copter concept has been demonstrated
by means of an energy autonomous RFID add-on module,
other options could be also envisaged. In particular, for the
purpose of size miniaturization, the RFID and telemetry &
command modules could be integrated into a single board by
considering a multi-band (or multi-port) antenna.
It is worth adding that the considered nano quadcopter provides only very basic features and in particular no functionality
for self localization. This is currently the main limitation of
the experimented prototype concerning the geo-mapping of the
measured physical parameter along non rectilinear trajectories.
However, there exist more advanced models of quad-copters
with comparable size [26] which, at an higher price (an order
of magnitude more than the considered one), also include magnetometers, a high precision pressure sensor and optionally
optical facilities for the digitalization of the trajectory. Even
more importantly, they can be programmed for a controlled
and autonomous flight. Apart for the price, this architecture

could be useful to enable a true self-displacement swarm of
sensors with a more robust mapping of the collected data in
any kind of environments. These additional potentialities will
be explored in a future research together with the development
of more compact and better performing sensing antennas.
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